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Abstract

Fluctuations are an intrinsic property of genetic networks due to the small number

of interacting molecules. We study the role of dimerization reactions in controlling these

fluctuations in a simple genetic circuit with negative feedback. We compare two different

pathways. In the dimeric pathway the proteins to be regulated form dimers in solution

that afterward bind to an operator site and inhibit transcription. In the monomeric

pathway monomers bind to the operator site and then recruit another monomer to form

a dimer directly on the DNA. We find that while both pathways implement the same

negative feedback mechanism, the protein number fluctuations in the dimeric pathway

are drastically reduced compared to the monomeric pathway. This difference in the

ability to reduce fluctuations may be of importance in the design of genetic networks.

1 Introduction

Information processing in biological cells is often implemented by a genetic network. The
state of such a network is represented by the concentrations and locations of the different
species of molecules. A cell typically contains only small numbers of molecules of each kind.
The interactions between these molecules occur in a random fashion. Thus, there is an
intrinsic stochastic nature to biological information processing (McAdams & Shapiro, 1995;
McAdams & Arkin, 1997; McAdams & Arkin, 1999). In order to prevent detrimentally large
fluctuations in the number of molecules of some species, the genetic network itself can contain
negative feedback mechanisms that suppress these fluctuations (Savageau, 1974; Becskei &
Serrano, 2000).

The most basic design for a noise suppressing feedback mechanism consists of a gene
that codes for a protein that in turn inhibits transcription of the gene itself (Hasty et al.,
2000; Thattai & van Oudenaarden, 2001). The inhibition of transcription typically involves
binding of the protein to an operator region in a way that competes with the binding of RNA
polymerase. Often, the proteins bind as dimers or higher order multimers since this increases
the stability of the transcription factor DNA complex and allows for tighter regulation.
Binding DNA in the form of dimers allows for two possible scenarios: Either the dimers
assemble in solution and then bind to DNA as a preformed dimer (Ptashne et al., 1980) or
a monomer binds to DNA and afterward recruits a second monomer (Berger et al., 1998) to
form the DNA-dimer complex.

In this paper we therefore explore two different regulatory networks. Our aim is to
understand their effectiveness not only in controlling the mean number of proteins but in
reducing intrinsic stochastic fluctuations. Both models implement the same basic negative
feedback mechanism described above. They are based on the well-studied λ-phage in E. Coli.
In the first model, the protein dimerizes in the intracellular region first and then binds to
an operator site on the DNA as realized in λ-phage (Ptashne et al., 1980). In the second
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network we consider a case where the monomers dimerize only on the DNA as exemplified by
the leucine zippers (Berger et al., 1998). We study the reaction equations for the two models
with biologically reasonable reaction rates chosen to make the comparison of the fluctuations
in the protein concentration meaningful. The main result is that although the average number
of produced proteins is the same in both networks the intracellular dimerization reaction
reduces the fluctuations dramatically beyond what the feedback mechanism can do by itself.
We elucidate the mechanism of this reduction. It is based on the buffering by the fast
dimerization reaction of fluctuations arising from translation and transcription. While there
are many reasons why evolution may choose one regulatory mechanism over another our work
points to an important added advantage which results from choosing certain mechanisms:
in cases where the smallness of protein fluctuations in a negative feedback scheme is an
important design requirement, our study points out one general mechanism by which this
can be accomplished.

2 Reactions and Methods

Reactions: We will start by specifying the chemical species and reactions that we will study.
These reactions represent a generic network with negative feedback, such as the one found
in the control circuit for the λ repressor protein cI of phage λ in E. Coli. Our aim is to point
out a generic feature of genetic networks of this type and we are not interested in describing
specifics of the λ repressor system. Nevertheless, we will take advantage of the variety of
studies of the specific λ repressor system (Arkin et al., 1998; Hasty et al., 2000; Thattai &
van Oudenaarden, 2001) in guiding our choice of reasonable model parameters.

We first describe the reactions common to both our networks representing the production
and decay of the proteins. In order to describe transcription and translation, we consider the
free DNA D coding for the protein P to be regulated, the RNA polymerase R, the complex
D∗ of RNA polymerase bound to the promoter site on the DNA molecule, and the mRNA M .
Then, transcription and translation are modeled as the single effective irreversible reactions

D∗ k1→ D + M + R and (1)

M
k2→ M + P (2)

with reaction rates k1 and k2, respectively. The mRNA as well as the protein are degraded
through the reactions

M
k3→ ∅ (3)

P
k4→ ∅ (4)

with rate constants k3 and k4, respectively. We assume that even though the protein forms
dimers and complexes with the DNA the degradation of the protein occurs predominantly in
the monomeric form (Gottesman & Maurizi, 1992). The complex between DNA and RNA
polymerase is formed in the equilibrium reaction

D + R
k5⇀↽

k
−5

D∗, (5)

with forward and backward rates k5 and k−5, respectively.
The negative feedback mechanism is introduced through a single repressive operator site.

A protein bound to this operator site prevents the binding of the RNA polymerase to its
promoter site and thus inhibits transcription. In the systems we are interested in the protein
binds to the operator site as a dimer and we will denote the DNA-dimer complex by Q. We
investigate two different pathways for the formation of the DNA-dimer complex. In the first
network, as is realized in λ phage of E. Coli, the monomers P can form dimers P2 in solution
and these dimers can then bind to the operator site. This dimeric pathway is described by
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the reactions

2P
k6⇀↽

k
−6

P2 (6)

D + P2

k7⇀↽
k
−7

Q (7)

where the forward and backward rates of these two equations are denoted by k6, k−6, k7,
and k−7, respectively.

The alternative pathway is motivated by the behavior of leucine zipper proteins (Park et

al., 1996; Berger et al., 1998). In this pathway a protein monomer first forms a complex with
the DNA by binding to the operator site as a monomer. We denote this complex by T . The
monomer-DNA complex can then recruit another monomer to form the DNA-dimer complex
Q. This monomeric pathway is described by reactions (1)-(5) and

D + P
k8⇀↽

k
−8

T and (8)

T + P
k9⇀↽

k
−9

Q, (9)

where k8, k−8, k9, and k−9 are the forward and backward rates, respectively.
In principle, both pathways exist in every genetic network with negative feedback of the

type studied. The relations between the different rate constants k6, . . . , k9 and k−6, . . . , k−9

determine if dimerization in solution (Ptashne et al., 1980) or dimerization on the DNA (Berger
et al., 1998) is the predominant pathway. Since we want to study the implications of choosing
one pathway over the other, we will consider both pathways one at a time. To this end, we
will first consider the reactions Eqs. (1)-(7) by themselves. We will call them model D. Then,
we will compare the behavior of model D with model M defined by Eqs. (1)-(5) and (8)-(9).

Rate constants: In order to choose biologically reasonable values for the rate constants
k1, . . . , k−9 we use the specific implementation of the genetic circuit by the λ repressor pro-
tein in E. Coli. The transcription reaction Eq. (1) is limited in rate by the isomerization
of the RNA polymerase from the closed into the open form (McClure, 1980). While the
inhibitory operator site of interest in this work is the operator site OR3 the RNA polymerase
isomerization rate depends also on the status of operator OR2. If OR2 is not occupied, the
rate is rather small while the rate is much larger if OR2 is occupied. We want to understand
the generic features of a genetic circuit with negative feedback and are not interested in de-
scribing the specifics of λ repressor. Thus, we omit the complication of the operator site OR2

and choose as a biologically reasonable number the higher rate corresponding to an occupied
operator OR2. This yields k1 = 0.0078s−1 (Hawley & McClure, 1982).

For the rate k3 of mRNA degradation we use a typical half-life of 3min (Alberts et al.,
1994). This yields k3 = ln 2/3min = 0.0039s−1. In order to achieve the average number of
11 proteins per open complex (Shea & Ackers, 1985) this also implies k2 = 11k3 = 0.043s−1.
Finally, we extract the protein monomer decay rate k4 = 0.0007s−1 from Arkin et al. (1998)
chosen to match the degradation rate of λ repressor due to cell-growth induced dilution.

For the other reactions it is more difficult to obtain precise rate constants. The equi-
librium constants of Eqs. (5)-(7) are K5 = k−5/k5 = 8nM (Shea & Ackers, 1985) K6 =
k−6/k6 = 20nM (Sauer, 1979), and K7 = k−7/k7 = 75nM (Ackers et al., 1982), respec-
tively. As long as these reactions are much faster than Eqs. (1)-(4) the actual values of
the rate constants are only of minor importance as long as they respect the experimentally
determined equilibrium constants (Bundschuh, Hayot, & Jayaprakash, in preparation); our
choices of the individual rate constants will, however, be guided by experimental observa-
tions where available. For reaction Eq. (5) rate constants of 0.056s−1(nM)−1 and 0.2s−1 are
known for the RNA polymerase of phage T7 (Ujvari & Martin, 1996). Assuming that E. Coli

RNA polymerase follows similar kinetics but with a slightly different rate constant we choose
k5 = 0.038s−1(nM)−1 and k−5 = 0.3s−1. The binding kinetics of λ repressor dimer to DNA
should be of a similar order of magnitude but with an equilibrium constant of K7 = 75nM .
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Thus, we choose k7 = 0.012s−1(nM)−1 and k−7 = 0.9s−1. While the individual rate con-
stants for the dimerization reaction Eq. (6) are not known, to the best of our knowledge, we
make the reasonable choice k6 = 0.025s−1(nM)−1 and k−6 = 0.5s−1 of Arkin et al. (1998)1.

The rate constants k8, k−8, k9, and k−9 have to be chosen such that a sensible comparison
of model D and model M is possible. If K8 = k−8/k8 and K9 = k−9/k9 are the respective
equilibrium constants of reactions Eqs. (8) and (9) this means that the total equilibrium
constant between the dimer-DNA complex and the monomer has to be identical in the two
models, i.e., K8K9 = K6K7 = 1500(nM)2. Since apart from this constraint we do not know
which value of the individual equilibrium constants should be chosen, we vary K9 in the range
from 2nM to 400nM and adapt K8 appropriately. It will turn out that our results do not
change significantly over the whole range of values for the equilibrium constant K9. Again,
the individual rates k8, k−8, k9, and k−9 should not matter as long as they are faster than
transcription and translation and respect the equilibrium constants. To be specific, we choose
k−9 = 0.2

√
K9s

−1(nM)−1/2, k9 = 0.2/
√

K9s
−1(nM)−1/2, k−8 = 7.75/

√
K9s

−1(nM)1/2, and
k8 = 0.00526

√
K9s

−1(nM)−3/2.
Simulations: The reactions outlined above were numerically studied with the Gillespie

algorithm (Gillespie, 1977). The intrinsic quantities the Gillespie algorithm acts on are not
the concentrations but the actual numbers of molecules of each species. Thus, the Gillespie
algorithm can correctly take all effects of the discrete number of molecules present in a cell
at a given time into account. Instead of rate constants ki, all reactions are characterized in
the Gillespie framework by reaction probabilities ci per second and per molecule. These are
related to the rate constants ki by powers of the volume V of the system where the exponent
of V depends on the reaction (Gillespie, 1977). Since the volume V of an E. Coli cell can be
conveniently written as V = 1/1nM , the actual numerical values of the reaction probabilities
ci in the Gillespie framework are identical to the numerical values of the reaction rates ki as
long as the latter are expressed in nM . At the same time concentrations measured in nM
also directly correspond to the number of molecules of the respective species in an E. Coli

cell.
Within the Gillespie algorithm the state of the system at a given time is described by the

numbers of molecules of each species. In each step of the simulation, the reaction probabilities
ci per second and per molecule for each reaction equation are multiplied by the numbers of
molecules of the species on the left hand side of the corresponding reaction equation in
order to obtain the total probability per second for each reaction to occur. Following these
probabilities the next reaction to occur in the system is chosen randomly and it is determined
how many seconds (or fractions thereof) pass until this reaction takes place. Then, the chosen
reaction equation is used to update the numbers of molecules of each species, i.e., the numbers
of molecules on the left hand side of the reaction equation are reduced and the numbers on
the right hand side are increased. If the preset simulation time has not been reached the
reaction probabilities for the new numbers of molecules are calculated and the next reaction
is chosen.

For every choice of the rate constants, the Gillespie algorithm was used to simulate 10,000
independent time courses of the genetic network starting with a single DNA molecule and 30
molecules of RNA polymerase (McClure, 1983). Each of the 10,000 instances was run until
50,000s of reaction time were simulated. By observing the number of self-regulating proteins
as a function of reaction time, it was ensured that the system is well in the stationary
state after this time (as also suggested by the slowest characteristic time 1/k4 ≈ 1500s
of the system.) Fig. 1(a) shows time courses of the number of monomers p during the
last three seconds of three different instances. From each of the 10,000 instances the final
number of monomers p was extracted as indicated by the circles for the three instances
shown in Fig. 1(a). The histogram of these 10,000 independent numbers shown in Fig. 1(b)
approximates the distribution P (p) of the number p of monomers in the stationary state.

1In Arkin et al. (1998) the rate constant k6 is actually by a factor of 2 higher which is probably due to
the combinatorial factor of two associated with a reaction involving two identical molecules on the left hand
side of Eq. (6) (Gillespie, 1977).
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From this distribution the average number 〈p〉 of monomers and the Fano factor

f ≡ 〈∆p2〉
〈p〉 ≡ 〈p2〉 − 〈p〉2

〈p〉 (10)

characterizing its fluctuations are calculated.

(b)

(a)

Figure 1: Simulated number of monomers for model D. (a) shows the number of monomers
p as a function of time t for the last three seconds of three independent simulations of model
D with a total length of 50,000s each. The circles on the right hand side denote the final
values of the monomer number p for each instance. In (b) the histogram of 10,000 of these
final protein numbers is shown. From this histogram the average value 〈p〉 of the number of
monomers and the Fano factor f are calculated.

3 Results

We determine the stationary values of the average number 〈p〉 of monomers and its fluc-
tuations for two different gene network models with negative feedback through computer
simulations with the Gillespie algorithm (Gillespie, 1977). The two models studied corre-
spond to the two possible pathways of binding a protein dimer to the operator site on the
DNA molecule. Model D assumes that the protein dimerizes in solution and that these dimers
then bind to the operator site. Model M on the contrary assumes that a monomer binds to
the operator site and then recruits another monomer from the solution to form a dimer. We
choose biologically reasonable reaction rates for both models guided by the measured rate
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constants of the λ repressor gene cI in E. Coli. One parameter remains undetermined, namely
the equilibrium constant K9 between the complexes of the protein monomer and DNA and
the protein dimer and DNA respectively.

Figure 2: Average number 〈p〉 of protein monomers. The dashed line corresponds to the
value 〈p〉 ≈ 62.6 for model D with dimerization in solution. The circles show the dependence
of the average number 〈p〉 of proteins as a function of the equilibrium constant K9 in model
M with dimerization only on the DNA. For small values of the equilibrium constant K9 there
is no difference between the average number of proteins in models M and D.

Fig. 2 shows the average number of protein monomers. The result for model D is
〈p〉 ≈ 62.6. It is indicated as the dashed line. The circles show the dependence of the aver-
age number of monomers on the equilibrium constant K9 in model M. Small values of the
equilibrium constant K9 correspond to a situation where the equilibrium between monomeric
and dimeric molecules bound to the operator site is far on the side of the dimers. In this
case the genetic network regulates the average number of monomers in model M to the same
value as in model D. This confirms, that purely from the point of view of the average number
of monomers, the dimeric pathway in model D and the monomeric pathway in model M are
equivalent.

The difference in the feedback mechanism between model D and model M is that in
model M not only the DNA-dimer complex Q but also the DNA-monomer complex T com-
petes with the RNA polymerase for the DNA. If the number of protein monomers in solution
is fixed the ratio between the DNA-dimer complex and free DNA remains unchanged as
K9 is varied since we hold the product K8K9 constant. However, the ratio between the
DNA-monomer complex and free DNA increases as K9 becomes larger. This leads to an
increased inhibition of transcription that in turn results in the observed reduction in the
average number of protein monomers in solution.

We characterize the magnitude of the fluctuations in terms of the Fano factor f =
〈∆p2〉/〈p〉. The Fano factor equals one for a Poisson distribution and deviations from one
indicate how much larger or smaller the fluctuations are in comparison with the fluctuations
in a Poisson process.

Fig. 3(a) shows the Fano factors resulting from our simulations. Model D exhibits a Fano
factor of f ≈ 1.4 indicated by the dashed line. In model M we find that the Fano factor is
approximately 6.3 relatively insensitive to the value of the equilibrium constant K9 over a
wide range as seen in Fig. 3(a). Thus we conclude that the intrinsic stochastic fluctuations
in the number of protein molecules in the monomeric form, as measured by the Fano factor,
are four times larger in model M than in model D.

This difference in Fano factor depends on the equilibrium constant K6 of the dimeriza-
tion reaction. If K6 becomes very large the equilibrium between monomers and dimers is
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Fano factor f = 〈∆p2〉/〈p〉 characterizing the fluctuations of the number of protein
monomers. In (a) circles show the Fano factor f ≈ 6.3 as a function of the equilibrium
constant K9 in model M with dimerization only on the DNA. The dashed line corresponds
to the value f ≈ 1.4 for model D with dimerization in solution at the biological value
K6 = 20nM of the equilibrium constant of the dimerization reaction. In (b) the equilibrium
constant K6 of the dimerization reaction in model D is varied. The circles show the Fano
factor of model D while the dashed line indicates the Fano factor f ≈ 6.3 of model M.

completely on the side of the monomers and only very rarely a dimer is in solution that can
then bind to the DNA. This effectively restores the situation of model M and thus a larger
Fano factor is expected. We test this hypothesis by varying the equilibrium constant K6 in
model D while keeping the product K6K7 constant in order to not change the underlying
regulatory network. We verify that the average number 〈p〉 of monomers does not depend
on K6 unless K6 becomes very small. However, the fluctuations as quantified by the Fano
factor shown in Fig. 3(b) increase with increasing K6 as expected. They approach the Fano
factor f ≈ 6.3 of model M for very large K6 while they approach f ≈ 1 for small K6. We
conclude that within model D the efficiency of the reduction of fluctuations can be adjusted
by changing the equilibrium constant K6 of the dimerization. The value K6 = 20nM for λ
repressor already achieves nearly maximal suppression of the fluctuations.
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4 Discussion

Our numerical studies indicate that there is a significant difference between the fluctuations
in the number of protein monomers between models with monomeric and dimeric DNA
binding. The negative feedback mechanism itself of the genetic networks studied behaves
identically whether the protein dimers bound to the operator site are bound via dimerization
in solution and successive binding to the DNA or via binding of a monomer to the DNA with
successive recruitment of a second monomer to form the dimer directly on the operator site.
This is demonstrated by showing that the stationary average number of protein monomers
does not depend on the pathway used for dimer formation on the operator site (at least for
certain compatible choices of the reaction rates.) However, the fluctuations in the number of
protein monomers are much stronger in the monomeric pathway than in the dimeric pathway.
Thus, if controlling fluctuations in the monomer concentration is a critical design criterion
for a genetic network, it is much more effective to employ the negative feedback through the
dimeric pathway than through the monomeric pathway. We note in passing that we can also
study the fluctuations of the number p2 of dimers (in the dimeric pathway.) We find for the
Fano factor f2 = 〈∆p2

2〉/〈p2〉 of the dimer population f2 ≈ 6.5. This is comparable to the
Fano factor for fluctuations of the monomer concentration in the monomeric pathway. A
different measure of the fluctuations such as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean
would indicate that the fluctuations in the dimeric pathway are somewhat lower. Therefore, if
controlling the fluctuations in the binding species were the only criterion the dimeric pathway
only provides a slight advantage.

We now provide a qualitative explanation for the effectiveness of the dimeric pathway
in controlling the fluctuations in the number of proteins. The difference between the two
pathways is that in the dimeric pathway the equilibrium between protein monomers and
protein dimers provides an additional buffer that reduces the fluctuations of the number
of monomers. A fluctuation in the number of translated proteins is largely absorbed by
the dimerization. Although the number of monomers is the same in both pathways, in the
dimeric pathway there are actually 〈n〉 ≡ 〈p〉+2〈p2〉 proteins in the solution where p2 denotes
the number of protein dimers. In our simulation of model D we estimate 〈n〉 ≈ 455. The two
relations 〈n〉 ≡ 〈p〉 + 2〈p2〉 and 〈p〉2 = 20〈p2〉 yield that every protein translated (i.e., every
increase of 〈n〉 by one) increases the number 〈p〉 of monomers only by 0.074. The rest of the
proteins are absorbed by the dimer population in solution. This dimer population in solution
is absent in the case of the monomeric pathway. This buffering should reduce the fluctuations
in the case of the dimeric pathway by a factor of 1/0.074 ≈ 13.5 in comparison with the
monomeric pathway. This effect becomes weaker as the equilibrium between monomers and
dimers shifts more toward the monomer side as is observed in Fig. 3(b). It only depends on the
existence of the dimerization reaction. Thus, if both pathways are present simultaneously and
K9 is small such that inhibition by monomers bound to the DNA is negligible the reduction
in fluctuations is the same as in model D as we verified by a simulation of a model with
both pathways. If K9 becomes large, the inhibition by monomers bound to the DNA reduces
the number of monomers 〈p〉 exactly like in model M. This reduction makes the buffering
mechanism of the dimerization reaction less efficient. Nevertheless, the Fano factor for the
combined model remains close to its value for model D: for K9 = 400 where 〈p〉 ≈ 32.6 the
Fano factor is f ≈ 1.8 and thus much smaller than in model M.

The actual observed reduction of the fluctuations is only by a factor of 4 which is less than
the expected 13.5 according to the argument above. The reason is that we have not taken
into account the additional fluctuations associated with the monomer-dimer equilibrium. The
dimerization reaction Eq. (6) by itself with a fixed total number of n = 455 exhibits monomer
number fluctuations characterized by a Fano factor of fdim ≈ 0.9 at K6 = 20nM . This value
can be obtained analytically or numerically by simulating the dimerization reaction Eq. (6)
by itself with the Gillespie algorithm. Together with the fluctuations ftrans ≈ 6.3/13.5 ≈ 0.5
introduced by the translation reaction discussed above this explains the measured Fano factor
f ≈ fdim + ftrans ≈ 1.4 of the complete dimeric system. We conclude that the fluctuations of
the number of protein monomers due to the dimerization reaction are the larger contribution
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to the Fano factor in the dimeric pathway.

5 Conclusions

We have studied a model system for gene autoregulation, which relies on an inhibitory feed-
back effected by the formation of a dimer-DNA complex. It derives from phage λ and appears
typical for a large class of self-regulatory biological systems. The values we have used for
the rate constants of the reactions considered are derived from experiment wherever possible.
We do not expect our general conclusions to be too sensitive to variations in the individual
rate constants as long as the DNA binding and dimerization reactions can be considered fast
compared to the translation and transcription reactions.

There are two possible ways to implement negative feedback by protein dimers, where
dimerization occurs either in solution or on the DNA itself through successive binding of
monomers. Although the negative feedback pathway is common, and the average number of
protein monomers nearly the same, we show that fluctuations in their number differ dramat-
ically from one way to the other. We have verified, that the same scenario holds if dimers
are replaced by tetramers and we believe our result to hold for any order of multimers.

We have highlighted the crucial role played by intracellular dimerization reactions in
absorbing fluctuations which occur in the number of produced proteins, and show that fluc-
tuations of the latter are actually dominated by equilibrium fluctuations of the dimerization
reaction itself.

In general, many different and potentially contradictory aspects have to be taken into
account in designing a specific genetic network. If the control of fluctuations of the monomer
population is a major design goal our study shows that this strongly favors the implementa-
tion of the dimeric over the monomeric pathway.
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